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Summary 

About the service 

Glanffrwd Care Home is situated in the village of Pencoed within the borough of Bridgend. 
The home is registered to provide personal care and nursing care for up to forty four (44) 
people. 
 
The registered provider is HC One Ltd, who have approximately fifteen other care homes 
within Wales. The newly appointed Responsible Individual for the home is Elizabeth 
Moran, and the Registered Manager in day to day charge of the home is Sonia Lloyd.  

What type of inspection was carried out?

This was a scheduled, unannounced focused inspection which looked at the Quality of Life 
for people living at the home. 
The methodology used to conduct this inspection included: 

• A tour of the communal areas. 
• Discussions with the person in charge, deputy manager and some staff. 
• Discussions with some people living at Glanffrwd. 
• An observation using the Short Observational Framework for Inspection tool, 

in which we observe staff interaction and quality of life for people living at the 
home. 

• Discussions with people visiting their friends or relatives living at the home at 
the time of the inspection. 

• A sample of people’s care files and staff files.   
• Scrutiny of medication including storage and administration. 

 

 

What does the service do well? 

There were no identified areas of good practice above the National Minimum Standard.  

 

What has improved since the last inspection? 

 The medication room had been fitted with air-conditioning to keep the room cool 

 The conditions of registration numbers have changed from forty seven people to 
forty four people to allow two bedrooms to be used for other uses. . 

 The statement of purpose has been updated regarding people’s medication that is 
‘handed in’. 

  

 
What needs to be done to improve the service? 

 The statement of purpose will need to be amended to reflect the change in numbers 
and bedrooms, and to include the new responsible individual’s details. 

 An inventory of people’s possessions is needed in individual files.  

 Pen portraits should be available in order for staff to know the persons life history, 
including important moments, family life and work history.  

 Recording people’s preferences regarding leaving their bedroom door open is to be 
discussed with them or their next of kin and documented in their file. 

 People’s religious and cultural needs should be recorded and their needs met 
regarding their faith. 

 
The above good practice recommendations were highlighted at the last inspection. 

 A quality of care report is produced and forwarded to CSSIW by the end of 
December 2015. 
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Quality Of Life 

People living at Glanffrwd Care Home can be assured that they will be treated as 
individuals and that the staff will take account of their physical, social, health and leisure 
needs.  
 
This is because when we spoke to people and their relatives they said they thought the 
staff were very good and we saw many warm and caring interactions between staff and 
people living at the home. Using the Short Observational Framework for Inspection 
(SoFI) tool we observed one person in one of the dining areas who was being supported 
by staff during lunch. The staff member was kind and attentive, with some good 
interaction taking place. The staff took time to support and assist the person in a gentle 
and relaxed way. We recommended that the staff discuss what food was on the 
spoon/fork, and whether the food was hot or cold. 
 
We also saw people in the various lounges and others in their rooms and they all 
appeared to be clean, tidy and well-groomed. Their clothing also looked clean and well 
presented. We observed staff providing care for people in an unhurried manner, and the 
atmosphere was calm and relaxed. 
 
People were free to roam along the corridors and into communal rooms as they wished 
and were able. We also saw that the majority of bedrooms had been personalised to 
varying degrees. Choices of food were available, and menus were placed at the entrance 
of the home, and on each dining table. On the day of our visit people were asked at the 
dining table which choice of meal they would like. There was pasta, corned beef pie or 
sausage casserole with green beans and mashed potato or chips. One person had 
requested bread and butter and cheese, which was provided. The dessert was fresh fruit 
meringues and cream. People we spoke to praised the food; one relative informed us 
that the food was so good their relative had gained half a stone.  
 
We saw people being provided with drinks on a regular basis, including fruit smoothies. 
They were placed within reach and in a cup of their choice. We also saw that, when 
people were being cared for in bed, staff were keeping a record of all the food and drink 
people consumed. We therefore felt that people were provided with suitable attention to 
their nutrition and hydration needs.  
 
We looked at the care records and saw that care plans and daily records were kept, 
which provided all the necessary information needed to provide care for each person. We 
saw some good detail regarding wound dressing, sling size and hoist types recorded and 
comprehensive personal evacuation plans in the event of a fire. Care plans were 
reviewed approximately every month, and families or advocates were invited to attend.  
Consent for bed rails was seen. However daily records were task orientated rather than 
person centred, the ‘body map’ seen did not detail as to how the injury occurred, 
treatment given or outcome.  
 
New staff commencing at the home would also benefit from a ‘pen portrait’ detailing the 
person’s life history.  Some files did not contain details of people’s personal items that 
they have brought with them into the home. This was also found at the previous 
inspection. 
 
On walking around the home it was noted that all people’s bedroom doors were propped 
open. This was identified at the last inspection and had an impact on people’s privacy 
and dignity. The person in charge agreed to speak to each person to ascertain their 
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wishes regarding their bedroom door, and record this in each file. 
 
We looked at the Medication Administration for three people and found no issues. Since 
the last inspection the hot pipes in the medication room had been lagged and air 
conditioning installed to keep the temperatures low. 
 
We saw that there was a key worker and named nurse recorded on each file. This aimed 
to ensure that named staff knew the identified needs of particular individuals. We felt that 
this enhanced the person’s well being and gave them a sense of belonging. However 
there seemed to be little in the way of spiritual needs being met or recorded in people’s 
files. The person in charge agreed to look into this. 
 
There was a variety of activities available for people to take part in if they wanted. These 
were aimed at the different needs of the people living at the home. A hairdressing room 
was available and the activities co-ordinator was painting the ladies nails, and a 
dedicated activities area was available for smaller group or individual activities. We 
discussed the activities with people living at the home and both the visitors and the 
people using the service said that they enjoyed what was available. There was a BBQ on 
the weekend and ‘remembering together’ time. There were two activity co-ordinators who 
covered 40 hours a week over six days. We found that people were provided with 
adequate opportunities for leisure and social activities. 
 
Therefore we found there was evidence that people were supported to have their own 
views and preferences over as much of their life as they were physically or mentally able.  
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Quality Of Staffing 

The Quality of Staffing was not the focus of this inspection; this may be looked at during 
future inspections.   
 
However we suggested staff discuss what type of food and whether it is hot or cold when 
assisting people to eat, and when putting protective coverings on people, staff should ask 
if people want this to protect their clothing.  
 
We noted during our observations that staff were attentive, polite and good humoured 
whilst providing a good standard of care. 
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Quality Of Leadership and Management 

The Quality of Leadership and Management was not the focus of this inspection, this 
may be looked at during future inspections. 
 
The registered manager was unavailable at this visit, and therefore it was conducted with 
a registered manager from a sister home, Sandra (Alexandra) Vernal. 
 
However we requested the statement of purpose, and found that this required amending 
to reflect the change in the responsible individual, and the number of bedrooms being 
used. A quality of care report is also required before the end of this year. 
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Quality Of The Environment 

The Quality of Environment was not the focus of this inspection; this may be looked at 
during future inspections. 
 
However we noted that the home was pleasant and welcoming. 
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How we inspect and report on services  

We conduct two types of inspection; baseline and focused. Both consider the experience of 
people using services. 
 

 Baseline inspections assess whether the registration of a service is justified and 

whether the conditions of registration are appropriate. For most services, we carry out 
these inspections every three years. Exceptions are registered child minders, out of 
school care, sessional care, crèches and open access provision, which are every four 
years.  

 
At these inspections we check whether the service has a clear, effective Statement of 
Purpose and whether the service delivers on the commitments set out in its Statement 
of Purpose. In assessing whether registration is justified inspectors check that the 
service can demonstrate a history of compliance with regulations.  

 

 Focused inspections consider the experience of people using services and we will 

look at compliance with regulations when poor outcomes for people using services are 
identified. We carry out these inspections in between baseline inspections. Focused 
inspections will always consider the quality of life of people using services and may look 
at other areas.  

 
Baseline and focused inspections may be scheduled or carried out in response to concerns. 
 
Inspectors use a variety of methods to gather information during inspections. These may 
include; 
 

 Talking with people who use services and their representatives 

 Talking to staff and the manager 

 Looking at documentation 

 Observation of staff interactions with people and of the environment 

 Comments made within questionnaires returned from people who use services, staff 
and health and social care professionals 

 
We inspect and report our findings under ‘Quality Themes’. Those relevant to each type of 
service are referred to within our inspection reports.  

Further information about what we do can be found in our leaflet ‘Improving Care and 
Social Services in Wales’. You can download this from our website, Improving Care and 
Social Services in Wales  or ask us to send you a copy by telephoning your local CSSIW 
regional office.  

 

 

 

http://wales.gov.uk/cssiwsubsite/newcssiw/publications/leaflets/puttingpeople/?lang=en
http://wales.gov.uk/cssiwsubsite/newcssiw/publications/leaflets/puttingpeople/?lang=en

